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In the present work ‘Hazrat Ashraf ‘Jahāngīr’ Simnānī (R.A.) and his odd encounters in Sultanat-i-Bangālah: Mīrzākhil Darbār Sharīf — a case study’, we have almost a new subject-matter in treatment without parallel, though works and writings on emergence of Sufism seem to be ample. In our research, we are however, obliged to a good many works contemporary and subsequent to its parallelism. Prof. Saiyid Abdul Bārī, a pioneering author found numerous followers of academic distinctions to whom we are deeply obliged. In this connection ‘Tadhkirah’, ‘Malfūzāt’ and ‘Sirat’ are worthy of being mentioned here. We are particularly grateful to the numerous libraries and establishments along-with the contemporary ‘Narratives’ found in Bengali, Urdu and Persian languages, not to speak of Arabic and English, in particular.

Sheikhul Islam Hazrat Moulana Hakim Saiyid Sikandar Shāh arduously put on record the passing events of Mīrzākhil Darbār Sharīf in the earliest almost as an eye-witness to whom our gratefulness is simply unending. A number of academic works side-tracked the cultivation of profound wisdom of great stalwarts who worked from the nook of Bengal all around the cultural centres scattered all along Hindustan — the chroniclers’ and biographers’ writing and editing the life-long struggle and contribution of the men distinguished in the acquisition of learning and culture whose scholarship was acknowledged all over Muslimdom and we are immensely benefited with their contribution; by that way we made our endeavour beneficial to inquisitive mind and researchers as a whole.
We can fairly hope that this sort of works emerging afterwards, shall add to our knowledge and culture in its wide variety. We can however, desire and deserve the Divine bounty that will last longer and longer for all of the Seekers in this respect. May Allah fulfil it upto everybody's expectation.

Mohammad Maksudur Rahman